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1.       PURPOSE and RECOMMENDATION

1.1 This report is submitted to the Commission at their request, in order to maintain an overview of 
relevant health issues including performance. It is recommended that the Commission note the 
report of 10 March 2025 including the updated summary position published in April 2015.

      
1.2 The purpose of this report is to provide the Commission with a summary of the report on CCG 

performance which was submitted to the Scrutiny Commission for Health Issues meeting on 10th 
March 2015. There was no discussion about the content of the report as the meeting did not go 
ahead. In addition, an updated summary position on key performance measures is presented for 
information.

1.3 The Commission’s views on the content of this report are sought in order to inform our thinking 
for future performance management and reporting.

2.       BACKGROUND

2.1 The Scrutiny Commission for Health Issues had requested an update on the CCG’s performance 
against key operating standards over the 2014/15 financial year. At the time of the meeting, the 
Integrated Delivery Report, a comprehensive performance report for the CCG, was available as 
at February 2015. A copy of the Integrated Delivery Report and a summary of acronyms were 
submitted to the Scrutiny Commission for Health Issues along with a short covering paper.

2.2 The CCG regularly reviews performance at its Governing Body meetings held in public and 
publishes its performance reports. The CCG Assurance Framework was published by NHS 
England in 2013. The CCG has aligned its reporting to the methodology and thresholds included 
within the CCG assurance framework. It includes the balanced scorecard. 

3. OVERVIEW OF KEY PERFORMANCE ISSUES PRESENTED TO THE SCRUTINY 
COMMISSION FOR HEALTH ISSUES IN MARCH 2015

3.1 The Integrated Delivery Report for February 2015 highlighted several areas of concern which the 
CCG were (and continue to) address. As a top level overview, the table below summarises the 
results of the balanced score card rating:
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3.2 The Integrated Delivery Report set out a headline summary of the key issues both for the CCG 
and for Local Commissioning Groups, in order to provide a comprehensive overview:

3.2.1 CCG-wide Issues

These comprised:

 A&E performance: an issue for all providers with all Trusts failing the standard with several key 
reasons including increased activity and ineffective discharge planning

 Referral to Treatment: this relates to people receiving elective treatment within 18 weeks from 
their referral date. The CCG has seen reasonable performance across its Providers over the last 
year. Since November 2014 the Cambridge system has seen significant increases in wait times 
due to the implementation of a new IT system plus increases in non elective demand impacting 
on elective care.

 Ambulance Service: performance is challenging with failure to achieve key standards year to 
date

3.2.2 Local Commissioning Group Issues

These varied depending upon the locality concerned but included:

 Referral to treatment
 Diagnostic waits
 Contract queries
 A&E performance
 Health care acquired infection

3.3 The CCG confirmed that it has reported regularly to the Scrutiny Commission for Health Issues 
on the priority areas of work, and will continue to do so on a quarterly basis. This reporting will 
cover:

 Older People 
 End of Life Care
 Coronary Heart Disease

3.4 Finally, the CCG notified the Scrutiny Commission for Health Issues that it was working on its 
planning for 2015/16 and that a report will be made to the Commission on the CCG’s revised 
priorities at their next meeting.
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4. OVERVIEW OF KEY PERFORMANCE ISSUES PUBLISHED IN APRIL 2015

4.1 The Integrated Delivery Report published in April 2015 shows some change to the  balanced 
score card rating:

The assessment for the health outcomes domain has changed as some stroke measures are 
below standard and some emergency admission rates have worsened when compared to the 
previous year. The finance domain has improved with the CCG draft accounts showing a net 
surplus of £3.058m.

4.2 The Integrated Delivery Report set out a headline summary of the key issues both for the CCG 
and for Local Commissioning Groups, in order to provide a comprehensive overview:

4.2.1 CCG-wide Issues (please see appendix A)

These comprised:

 A&E performance: an issue for all providers with all Trusts failing the standard with several key 
reasons including increased activity and ineffective discharge planning

 Referral to Treatment: an issue experienced across all systems with capacity affected by non-
elective demand

 Ambulance Service: performance is challenging with failure to achieve key standards year to 
date

 Stroke care: admission to a stroke unit within 4 hours is a continuing issue (hence the proposal 
to have this as one of the local indicators for the Quality Premium) and their stay on a stroke unit 
is an issue to be addressed

4.2.2 Local Commissioning Group Issues

Again, these vary depending upon the locality concerned but included:

 Referral to treatment
 Cancer waits
 Stroke
 Diagnostic waits
 A&E performance
 Health care acquired infection

5. ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES

The Commission is requested to note the summary of the report which was submitted to the 
Scrutiny Commission for Health Issues on 10th March 2015 and comment on the issues raised in 
this report.
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6. REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

To ensure that the Commission is aware of the content of the report made to the Scrutiny 
Commission for Health Issues on 10th March 2015 including the updated summary position 
published in April 2015. In addition, to ensure that there is sufficient opportunity for the 
Commission to reflect on and consider the key performance issues raised.

7. ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED

No alternative options are applicable as a formal report on this topic was requested by the 
Commission.

8. IMPLICATIONS

There are no implications arising from this report.

9. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

Source Documents Location
Integrated Delivery Report 
February 2015 

http://www.cambridgeshireandpeterboroughccg.nh
s.uk/governing-body-meetings-2015.htm

Appendix 1 CCG Integrated delivery report June 2015
Appendix 2 Acronyms
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